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The Reverse Spider-Man Principle

With Great Responsibility Comes Great Power

Eugene Volokh*

14.1 introduction

An entity – a landlord, a manufacturer, a phone company, a credit card company, an
internet platform, a self-driving-car manufacturer – is making money off its custom-
ers’ activities. Some of those customers are using the entity’s services in ways that are
criminal, tortious, or otherwise reprehensible. Should the entity be held responsible,
legally or morally, for its role (however unintentional) in facilitating its customers’
activities? This question has famously been at the center of the debates about
platform content moderation,1 but it can come up in other contexts as well.2

It is a broad question, and there might be no general answer. (Perhaps it is two
broad questions – one about legal responsibility and one about moral responsibility –
but I think the two are connected enough to be worth discussing together.) In this
chapter, though, I’d like to focus on one downside of answering it “yes”: what I call
the Reverse Spider-Man Principle – with great responsibility comes great power.3

* Thanks to Nikita Aggarwal, Laura Edelson, Gus Hurwitz, Michael Karanicolas, Kyle
Langvardt, Marc McKenna, Courtney Radsch, John Villaseñor, and Mark Verstraete for
their help.

1 See, e.g., Dory Knight-Ingram, Hate Speech in Social Media: How Platforms Can Do Better,
Mich. News (Feb. 17, 2022), https://perma.cc/D6Z2-TR7E (“‘the companies behind [social-
media platforms] have civic responsibilities to combat abuse and prevent hateful users and
groups from harming others’”) (quoting Professor Libby Hemphill, author of an Anti-
Defamation League report urging platforms to ban “white supremacist speech”); Karis
Stephen, The Social Responsibility of Social Media Platforms, Reg. Rev. (Dec. 21,
2021), https://perma.cc/WT48-ZCRE.

2 See, e.g., Henry Fernandez, Curbing Hate Online: What Companies Should Do Now, Ctr.

for Am. Progress (Oct. 25, 2018), https://perma.cc/Y83F-VMRE (arguing that payment
processors have a responsibility to refuse to process payments to “hate groups”).

3 “With great power comes great responsibility” of course predates Spider-Man’s Uncle Ben,
though it is most associated with him. The phrase is often credited to, among others, Voltaire,
see, e.g., Montpelier US Ins. Co. v. Collins, No. CIV. 11-141-ART, 2012 WL 588799, *1 (E.D.
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Whenever we are contemplating holding entities responsible for their customers’
behavior, we should think about whether we want to empower such entities to
surveil, investigate, and police their customers, both as to that particular behavior
and as to other behavior.4 And that is especially so when the behavior consists of
speech, and the exercise of power can thus affect public debate.

Of course, some of the entities with whom we have relationships do have power
over us. Employers are a classic example: In part precisely because they are respon-
sible for our actions (through principles such as respondeat superior or negligent
hiring/supervision liability), they have great power to control what we do, both on
the job and in some measure off the job.5 Doctors have the power to decide what
prescription drugs we can buy, and psychiatrists have the responsibility (and the
power) to report when their patients make credible threats against third parties.6 And
of course we are all subject to the power of police officers, who have the professional
though not the legal responsibility to prevent and investigate crime.

On the other hand, we generally do not expect to be in such subordinate
relationships to phone companies, or to manufacturers selling us products.
We generally do not expect them to monitor how we use their products or services
(except in rare situations where our use of a service interferes with the operation of
the service itself ), or to monitor our politics to see if we are the sorts of people who
might use the products or services badly. At most, we expect some establishments to

Ky. Feb. 22, 2012). But see With Great Power Comes Great Responsibility, Quote

Investigator, https://perma.cc/5FAU-F655 (casting doubt on this attribution). Luke 12:48
(King James) – “For unto whomsoever much is given, of him shall be much required” – also
seems to express a similar sentiment; in context, the “much is given” does appear to refer to
power (see Luke 12:42 (King James), discussing someone “whom his lord shall make ruler over
his household”) rather than wealth.

The official name is apparently “Spider-Man” rather than “Spiderman,” but not “Bat-Man”
or “Super-Man.” This was apparently deliberate product differentiation. See Patricia T.
O’Conner & Stewart Kellerman, Why the Hyphen in Spider-Man?, Grammarly (July 13,
2012), https://perma.cc/XXC4-QQEV (relying on, among other sources, a Tweet by Stan Lee).

4 I assume in all such situations that the entities aren’t acting with the specific purpose of
promoting illegal behavior. If such a purpose is present, their actions may well be criminal
aiding and abetting or even criminal conspiracy. See, e.g., 18 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. § 306

(aiding and abetting); Tex. Penal Code Ann. § 7.02 (2004) (likewise); United States v. Pino-
Perez, 870F.2d 1230, 125 (7th Cir. 1989) (likewise); Ocasio v. United States, 578U.S. 282, 288
(2016) (conspiracy).

5 Some statutes do limit employers’ power to act on their employees’ religious practices, speech,
and certain off-the-job activities. See, e.g., Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42U.S.C. §
2000e; Colo. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 24-34-402.5(1) (lawful off-the-job activities generally); N.D.

Cent. Code Ann. §§ 14-02.4-03, 14-02.4-08 (same); 820 Ill. Comp. Stat. Ann. 55/5 (off-the-job
consumption of lawful products); Mont. Code Ann. §§ 39-2-313(2), 39-2-313(3) (2011) (same);
Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 613.333(1)(B) (same); N.C. Gen. Stat. Ann. § 95-28.2(B) (same);Wis.

Stat. Ann. §§ 111.321, 111.35(2) (same); Eugene Volokh, Private Employees’ Speech and Political
Activity: Statutory Protection against Employer Retaliation, 16 Tex. Rev. L. & Pol. 295 (2012);
Eugene Volokh, Should the Law Limit Private-Employer-Imposed Speech Restrictions?, 2 J.
Free Speech L. 269 (2023) (containing a map of such statutes throughout the country).

6 See, e.g., Tarasoff v. Regents of Univ. of Cal., 551 P.2d 334 (Cal. 1976).
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perform some narrow checks at the time of a sale, often defined specifically and
clearly by statute, for instance by laws that require bars not to serve people who are
drunk or that require gun dealers to perform background checks on buyers.7

Many of us value the fact that, in service-oriented economies, companies try hard
to do what it takes to keep customers (consider the mentality that “the customer is
always right”), rather than expecting customers to comply with the companies’
demands. But if we insist on more “responsibility” from such providers, we will
effectively push them to exercise more power over us, and thus fundamentally
change the nature of their relationships with us. If companies are required to police
the use or users of their products and services (what some call “third-party
policing”8) then people’s relationship with them may become more and more like
people’s relationship with the police.
To be sure, none of this is a dispositive argument against demanding such

responsibility. Perhaps sometimes such responsibility is called for. My point, though,
is that this responsibility also carries costs. We should take those costs into account
when we engage in “balancing,” “proportionality tests,” Learned Hand cost–benefit
analysis, or something similar – whether as a matter of adjudication, policymaking,
or even just moral judgment – in deciding whether to demand such responsibility.

14.2 the virtues of irresponsibility

Let me begin by offering three examples of where some courts have balked at
imposing legal liability, precisely because they did not want to require or encourage
businesses to exercise power over their customers.

14.2.1 Telephone and Telegraph Companies

The first came in the early 1900s, when some government officials demanded that
telephone and telegraph companies block access to their services by people sus-
pected of running illegal gambling operations. Prosecutors could have gone after the
bookies, of course, and they did. But they also argued that the companies should
have done the same – and indeed sometimes prosecuted the companies for allowing
their services to be used for such criminal purposes.
No, held some courts (though not all9); to quote one:

A railroad company has a right to refuse to carry a passenger who is disorderly, or
whose conduct imperils the lives of his fellow passengers or the officers or the

7 See, e.g., Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code § 25602(a); 18U.S.C. § 922(t).
8 See, e.g., Lorraine Mazerolle & Janet Ransley, Third Party Policing (2005); Tracey

L. Meares & Emily Owens, Third-Party Policing: A Critical View, in Police Innovation:

Contrasting Perspectives 249, 273–87 (David Weisburd & Anthony A. Braga eds., 2019).
9 For the contrary view, see, e.g., Howard Sports Daily v. Weller, 18 A.2d 210 (Md. 1941).
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property of the company. It would have no right to refuse to carry a person who
tendered or paid his fare simply because those in charge of the train believed that
his purpose in going to a certain point was to commit an offense. A railroad
company would have no right to refuse to carry persons because its officers were
aware of the fact that they were going to visit the house of [the bookmaker], and
thus make it possible for him and his associates to conduct a gambling house.
Common carriers are not the censors of public or private morals. They cannot

regulate the public and private conduct of those who ask service at their hands.10

If the telegraph or telephone company (or the railroad) were held responsible for the
actions of its customers, the court reasoned, then it would acquire power – as
“censor[] of public or private morals” – that it ought not possess.

And indeed, Cloudflare, a provider of internet services that prevents denial-of-
service attacks, drew an analogy to a phone company in saying that it would
generally not reject customers based on their views (though it might stop service
to them if their services were actively being used to organize criminal attacks11):

Our conclusion . . . is that voluntarily terminating access to services that protect
against cyberattack is not the correct approach. . .. Just as the telephone company
does not terminate your line if you say awful, racist, bigoted things, we have
concluded in consultation with politicians, policy makers, and experts that turning
off security services because we think what you publish is despicable is the wrong
policy. To be clear, just because we did it in a limited set of cases before does not
mean we were right when we did. Or that we will ever do it again.12

14.2.2 EMail Systems

Telegraph and telephone companies were common carriers, denied such power
(and therefore, those courts said, responsibility) by law. But consider a second
example, Lunney v. Prodigy Services Co., a 1999 case in which the New York high
court held that email systems were immune from liability for allegedly defamatory
material sent by their users.13

Email systems aren’t common carriers, but the court nonetheless reasoned that
they should not be held responsible for failing to block messages, even if they had

10 Commonwealth v. W. Union Tel. Co., 67S.W. 59, 60 (Ky. 1901) (paragraph break added); see
also Pennsylvania Publications v. Pennsylvania Pub. Util. Comm’n, 36 A.2d 777, 781 (Pa. 1944)
(cleaned up); People v. Brophy, 120 P.2d 946, 956 (Cal. App. 1942).

11 Matthew Prince, Blocking Kiwifarms, Cloudflare Blog (Sept. 3, 2022), https://perma.cc/
WG5N-6YPK.

12 Matthew Prince & Alissa Starzak, Cloudflare’s Abuse Policies & Approach, Cloudflare Blog

(Aug. 31, 2022), https://perma.cc/J5KB-JRE9.
13 The case turned on conduct that happened before the enactment of 47U.S.C. § 230, which

provided such immunity by statute. The court therefore addressed whether a libel claim was
available in the first place, thus avoiding the need to determine whether § 230 was retroactive.
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the legal authority to block them: An email system’s “role in transmitting e-mail is
akin to that of a telephone company,” the court held, “which one neither wants nor
expects to superintend the content of its subscribers’ conversations.”14 Even though
email systems aren’t forbidden from being the censors of their users’ communi-
cations, the court concluded that the law should not pressure them into becoming
such censors.

14.2.3 Landlords

Courts have likewise balked at imposing obligations on residential landlords that
would encourage the landlords to surveil and police their tenants. Consider
Castaneda v. Olsher, where a mobile-home-park tenant injured in a gang-related
shootout involving another tenant sued the landlord, claiming it “had breached
a duty not to rent to known gang members.”15 No, said the California Supreme
Court:

[W]e are not persuaded that imposing a duty on landlords to withhold rental units
from those they believe to be gang members is a fair or workable solution to [the]
problem [of gang violence], or one consistent with our state’s public policy as
a whole. . ..

If landlords regularly face liability for injuries gang members cause on the
premises, they will tend to deny rental to anyone who might be a gang member
or, even more broadly, to any family one of whose members might be in a gang.16

This would in turn tend to lead to “arbitrary discrimination on the basis of race,
ethnicity, family composition, dress and appearance, or reputation,”17 which may
itself be illegal (so the duty would put the landlord in a damned-if-you-do-damned-if-
you-do-not position).
But even apart from such likely reactions by landlords possibly being illegal,

making landlords liable would jeopardize people’s housing options and undermine
their freedom even if they aren’t gang members, further subjecting them to the
power of their landlords: “[F]amilies whose ethnicity, teenage children, or mode of
dress or personal appearance could, to some, suggest a gang association would face
an additional obstacle to finding housing.”18 Likewise, even if landlords respond
only by legally and evenhandedly checking all tenants’ criminal histories, “refusing
to rent to anyone with arrests or convictions for any crime that could have involved a
gang” would “unfairly deprive many Californians of housing.”19 This “likely social

14 Lunney v. Prodigy Servs. Co., 723N.E.2d 539, 542 (N.Y. 1999).
15 Castaneda v. Olsher, 162 P.3d 610, 613 (Cal. 2007).
16 Id. at 617. On this point, the Justices were unanimous.
17 Id.
18 Id. at 618.
19 Id.
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cost” helped turn the court against recognizing such a responsibility on the part
of landlords.20

Other courts have taken similar views. In Francis v. Kings Park Manor, Inc., for
instance, the Second Circuit sitting en banc refused to hold a landlord liable for its
tenants’ racial harassment of fellow tenants, partly because of concern that such
responsibility would pressure landlords to exercise undue power over tenants:

[U]nder the alternative proposed by Francis, . . . prospective and current renters
would confront more restrictive leases rife with in terrorem clauses, intensified
tenant screening procedures, and intrusions into their dealings with neighbors, all
of which could result in greater hostility and danger, even culminating in (or
beginning with) unwarranted evictions.
Our holding should also be of special interest to those concerned with the

evolution of surveillance by state actors or by those purporting to act at their
direction. See Note 44, ante (warning against broad liability schemes that would
encourage landlords to act as law enforcement).21

The New York intermediate appellate court took a similar view in Gill v. New York
City Housing Authority, rejecting liability for tenant-on-tenant crime that the plain-
tiff claimed might have been avoided had the landlord dealt better with a tenant’s
mental illness:

The practical consequences of an affirmance in this case would be devastating. The
Housing Authority would be forced to conduct legally offensive and completely
unwarranted “follow-up” of all those tenants within its projects known to have a
psychiatric condition possibly . . . injurious to another tenant. . .. [E]viction, which
is described in the Housing Authority Management Manual as a “last resort,” would
become almost commonplace.22

A New Jersey intermediate appellate court took the same view in Estate of
Campagna v. Pleasant Point Properties, LLC, rejecting a claim that landlords should
be responsible for doing background checks on tenants.23 Likewise, in the related
context of university liability for students’ consumption of alcohol, the
Massachusetts high court concluded:

As many courts have noted, requiring colleges and universities to police all on-
campus use of alcohol would be inappropriate and unrealistic. Although “[t]here
was a time when college administrators and faculties assumed a role in loco
parentis” and “[s]tudents were committed to their charge because the students were
considered minors,” “[c]ollege administrators no longer control the broad arena of

20 Id. at 619.
21

992F.3d 67, 79 n.47 (2d Cir. 2021).
22

130 A.D.2d 256, 266 (N.Y. App. Div. 1987).
23

234 A.3d 348, 369 (N.J. App. Div. 2020); see also Anderson v. 124 Green St. LLC, No.
CIV.A. 09-2626-H, 2011 WL 341709, at *5 (Mass. Super. Jan. 18, 2011), aff’d, 82 Mass. App.
Ct. 1113 (2012).
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general morals.” College-aged students, while sometimes underage for the purposes
of the purchase and consumption of alcohol, otherwise are adults expected to
manage their own social activities. . .. [T]he additional intrusion into the private
lives of students that would be necessary to control alcohol use on campus would be
both impractical for universities and intolerable to students.24

To be sure, the pattern here is not uniform. Sometimes landlords are held respon-
sible (by statutes, ordinances, or tort law rules), for monitoring their tenants for
potentially illegal behavior, such as the distribution of drugs; for failing to evict
tenants who are violating the law,25 or even tenants who are being victimized by
criminals, and are thus calling 911 too often;26 for failing to warn co-tenants of
tenants’ past criminal records;27 or even for renting to tenants who have criminal
records.28 But the result of those decisions has indeed been what the courts quoted
above warned about: greater surveillance of tenants by landlords, and greater
landlord power being exercised over tenants.29

14.2.4 The Limits of Complicity

One way of understanding these cases is that they put limits on concepts of
complicity. The law does sometimes hold people liable for enabling or otherwise
facilitating others’ wrongful conduct, even in the absence of a specific wrongful
purpose to aid such conduct;30 consider tort law principles such as negligent hiring
and negligent entrustment. But there are often good public-policy reasons to
limit this.

24 Helfman v. Northeastern Univ., 149N.E.3d 758, 768 (Mass. 2020) (citations omitted). The
court recognized a university’s duty to protect intoxicated students when it is aware of an
“alcohol-related emergency,” id. at 771, but concluded that universities are not responsible for
monitoring alcohol use proactively, id. at 774–76.

25 See, e.g., Giggers v. Memphis Hous. Auth., 277S.W.3d 359, 371 (Tenn. 2009).
26 See, e.g., Bd. of Trustees of Vill. of Groton v. Pirro, 152 A.D.3d 149, 157–58 (N.Y. App.

Div. 2017); Erik Eckholm, Victims’ Dilemma: 911 Calls Can Bring Eviction, N.Y. Times

(Aug. 16, 2013); Matthew Desmond & Nicol Valdez, Unpolicing the Urban Poor:
Consequences of Third-Party Policing for Inner-City Women, 78 Am. Socio. Rev. 117 (2012).

27 See generally Eugene Volokh, Tort Law vs. Privacy, 114 Colum. L. Rev. 879, 895–97 (2014).
28 See David Thacher, The Rise of Criminal Background Screening in Rental Housing, 33 Law &

Soc. Inquiry 5, 26 (2008) (“government efforts that encouraged landlords to adopt criminal
history screening were partly motivated by a growing belief that private institutions should take
more responsibility for their social impacts”).

29 See generally, e.g., B.A. Glesner, Landlords as Cops: Tort, Nuisance & Forfeiture Standards
Imposing Liability on Landlords for Crime on the Premises, 42 Case W. Res. L. Rev. 679, 780
(1992); Deborah J. La Fetra, A Moving Target: Property Owners’ Duty to Prevent Criminal Acts
on the Premises, 28 Whittier L. Rev. 409, 439–59 (2006); Robert J. Aalberts, Drug Testing
Tenants: Does It Violate Rights of Privacy?, 38 Real Prop. Prob. & Tr. J. 479, 481–82 (2003);
Desmond & Valdez, supra note 26.

30 See supra note 4.
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Sometimes those reasons stem from our sense of professional roles. We do not
fault a doctor for curing a career criminal, even if as a result the criminal goes on to
commit more crimes. It’s not a doctor’s job to decide whether someone merits
healing, or to bear responsibility for the consequences of successfully healing
bad people.

Likewise, the legal system expects defense lawyers to do their best to get clients
acquitted, and does not hold the lawyers responsible for the clients’ future crimes.
(Indeed, historically the legal system allowed courts to order unwilling lawyers to
represent indigent defendants.31) When there is public pressure on lawyers to refuse
to represent certain clients, the legal establishment often speaks out against
such pressure.32

And sometimes those reasons stem from our sense of who should and who should
not be “censors of public or private morals.” The police may enforce gambling laws,
or arrest gang members for gang-related crimes. The courts may enforce libel law.
But various private entities, such as phone companies, email services, and landlords,
should not be pressured into doing so.33

14.3 practical limits on private companies’ power, in the

absence of responsibility

Of course, many such companies (setting aside the common carriers or similarly
regulated monopolies) already have great power over whom to deal with and what to
allow on their property, even when they aren’t held responsible – by law or by public
attitudes – for what happens on their property. In theory, for instance, Prodigy’s
owners could have decided that they wanted to kick off users who were using
Prodigy email for purposes that they found objectionable: libel, racist speech,
Communist advocacy, or whatever else. Likewise, some companies may decide
not to deal with people who they view as belonging to hate groups or anti-
American organizations, just because their shareholders or managers think that’s
the right thing to do, entirely apart from any social or legal norms of responsibility.

31 See, e.g., Sacandy v. Walther, 262Ga. 11 (1992); David L. Shapiro, The Enigma of the Lawyer’s
Duty to Serve, 55N.Y.U. L. Rev. 735 (1980).

32 See, e.g., Guantanamo Remarks Cost Policy Chief His Job, CNN (Feb. 2, 2007), https://perma
.cc/236W-5DDP; Michel Paradis & Wells Dixon, In Defense of Unpopular Clients – and
Liberty, Wall St. J. (Nov. 18, 2020); cf. Eugene Volokh, Defending Guantanamo Detainees,
Volokh Conspiracy (Jan. 12, 2007), https://perma.cc/K3DD-CN4N.

33 I set aside here still other reasons, for instance, stemming from the sense that excessive
complicity liability may wrongly chill proper behavior as well as improper, or may unduly
deter the exercise of constitutional rights. See, e.g., New York Times Co. v. Sullivan,
376U.S. 254 (1964) (limiting newspaper publisher’s liability for publishing allegedly libelous
ads); Protection for Lawful Commerce in Arms Act, 15U.S.C. §§ 7901–7903 (limiting firearms
manufacturers’ and sellers’ liability for criminal misuse of firearms by third parties).
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But in practice, in the absence of responsibility (whether imposed by law or social
norms), many companies will eschew such power, for several related reasons – even
setting aside the presumably minor loss of business from the particular customers
who are ejected:

1. Policing customers takes time, effort, and money.
2. Policing customers risks error and bad publicity associated with such

error, which could alienate many more customers than the few who are
actually denied service.

3. Policing customers risks allegations of discriminatory policing, which
may itself be illegal and at least is especially likely to yield bad publicity.

4. Policing some customers will often lead to public demands for broader
policing: “You kicked group X, which we sort of like, off your platform;
why aren’t you also kicking off group Y, which we loathe and which we
view as similar to X?”34

5. Conversely, a policy of “we do not police our customers” – buttressed by
social norms that do not require (or even affirmatively condemn) such
policing – offers the company a simple response to all such demands.

6. Policing customers creates tension even with customers who aren’t
violating the company’s rules – people often do not like even the
prospect that some business is judging what they say, how they dress,
or whom they associate with.

7. Policing customers gives an edge to competitors who publicly refuse to
engage in such policing and who sell their services as “our only job is to
serve you, not to judge you or eject you.”

Imposing legal responsibility on such companies can thus pressure them to exercise
power even when they otherwise would not have. And that is so in some measure
even if responsibility is accepted just as a broad moral norm, created and enforced by
public pressure (likely stemming from influential sectors of society, such as
the media or activists or professional organizations), and not a legal norm.35 That
moral norm would increase the countervailing costs of non-policing. It would
decrease the costs of policing: For instance, the norm and the corresponding
pressure would likely act on all major competitors, so the normal competitive pressures
encouraging a “the customer is always right” attitude would be sharply reduced. And

34 Judge Alex Kozinski and I have labeled this “censorship envy,” at least when it applies to
speech-restrictive decisions. Alex Kozinski & Eugene Volokh, A Penumbra Too Far, 106 Harv.

L. Rev. 1639, 1655 n.88 (1993).
35 Of course, some broad moral norms may be prompted or reinforced by government actors,

such as elected representatives who are holding hearings. See, e.g., Transcript, House of
Representatives Energy & Commerce Comm., Subcomms. on Communications & Tech.
and on Consumer Protection & Commerce, Disinformation Nation: Social Media’s Role in
Promoting Extremism and Misinformation, 117th Cong. (Mar. 25, 2021).
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at some point, the norm might become the standard against which the reasonableness
of behavior is measured as a legal matter.

Likewise, when people fault a company for errors or perceived discrimination, the
company can use the norm as cover, for instance arguing that “regrettably, errors
will happen, especially when one has to do policing at scale.” “After all, you have
told us you want us to police, have not you?”

Accepting such norms of responsibility could also change the culture and organ-
ization of the companies. It would habituate the companies to exercising such
power. It would create internal bureaucracies staffed with people whose jobs rely
on exercising the power – and who might be looking for more reasons to exercise
that power.

And by making policing part of the companies’ official mission, the acceptance of
responsibility norms would subtly encourage employees to make sure that the
policing is done effectively and comprehensively, and not just at the minimum that
laws or existing social norms command. Modest initial policing missions, based on
claims of responsibility for a narrow range of misuse, can thus creep into much more
comprehensive use of such powers.36

Indeed, it appears that something like this happened with social-media plat-
forms. Title 47U.S.C. § 230 freed online companies of legal responsibility for the
content of users’ speech, and many such companies therefore did not exercise
their legal power to restrict what users posted, or did so only lightly.37 But the mid-
2010s saw a combination of social and congressional pressure that held platforms
responsible for supposed misinformation and other bad speech on their platforms,
which caused the leading platforms to exercise such power more and more.38

Platforms have now begun making decisions about which political candidates and
officials to deplatform and which important political stories to block (including in
the heat of an election campaign).39 One might approve or disapprove of such
power exercised by large business corporations over public discourse;40 but my
point here is simply that calls for great responsibility have indeed increased the
exercise of such power.

36 See Eugene Volokh, The Mechanisms of the Slippery Slope, 116 Harv. L. Rev. 1026, 1051–56
(2003) (discussing such “enforcement need” slippery slopes).

37 See, e.g., Kate Klonick, The New Governors: The People, Rules, and Processes Governing
Online Speech, 131 Harv. L. Rev. 1598, 1618–21 (2018).

38 Id. at 1664, 1667; cf. Jack M. Balkin, How to Regulate (and Not Regulate) Social Media, 1 J.
Free Speech L. 71, 87–88 (2021) (“Public pressure and media coverage of social media
companies can push them, at the margins, to behave as more responsible curators of public
discourse.”); Richard L. Hasen, Deep Fakes, Bots, and Siloed Justices: American Election Law
in a “Post-Truth” World, 64 St. Louis U. L.J. 535, 554 (2020).

39 See Eugene Volokh, Treating Social Media Platforms Like Common Carriers?, 1 J. Free

Speech L. 377, 395–96 (2021).
40 There is an element here of the debate about Citizens United v. FEC, 558U.S. 310 (2010),

though with the ideological polarity largely reversed. Volokh, supra note 39, at 388–95.
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14.4 the internet of things, constant customer/seller

interaction for tangible products, and the future

of responsibility

So far, there has been something of a constraint on calls for business “responsibility”
for the actions of their customers: Such calls have generally involved ongoing
business–customer relationships, for instance when Facebook can monitor what
its users are posting (or at least respond to other users’ complaints).
Occasionally, some have called on businesses to simply not deal with certain

people at the outset – consider Castaneda v. Olsher, where the plaintiffs argued that
the defendants just should not have rented the mobile homes to likely gang
members. But such exclusionary calls have been rare.
I expect, for instance, that few people would think of arguing that car dealers

should refuse to sell cars to suspected gang members who might use the cars for
drive-by shootings or for crime getaways.41 Presumably, most people would agree
that even gang members are entitled to buy and use cars in the many lawful
ways that cars can be used, and that car dealers should not see their job as
judging the likely law-abidingness of their customers.42 If the legislature wants to
impose such responsibilities, for instance by banning the sale of guns to felons or of
spray paint to minors, then presumably the legislature should create such narrow
and clearly defined rules, which would rely on objective criteria that do not require
seller judgment about which customers merely seem likely to be dangerous.
But now more and more products involve constant interaction between the

customer and the seller.43 Say, for instance, that I’m driving a partly self-driving

41 But see Andrew Jay McClurg, The Tortious Marketing of Handguns: Strict Liability Is Dead,
Long Live Negligence, 19 Seton Hall Legis. J. 777, 816 n.178 (1995) (quoting a proposal that
gun sellers must, on pain of liability for negligence, “be especially alert to, and wary of, gun
buyers who display certain behavioral characteristics such as . . . appear[ing] in unkempt
clothing and hav[ing] a slovenly appearance”).

42 A few companies have said that they will refuse to do business with anyone “associated with
known hate groups.” See An Update on Our Work to Uphold Our Community Standards,
Airbnb (Mar. 18, 2021), https://perma.cc/SVJ7-RLT8; Michelle Malkin, Why Airbnb Banned
Me (And My Hubby, Too!), Prescott eNews (Feb. 6, 2022), https://perma.cc/G8ER-GR3M;
Off Service Conduct, Twitch, https://perma.cc/37HD-66J7. Twitch also says it will ban users
who are “[h]armful misinformation actors, or persistent misinformation superspreaders,” even
when none of the alleged misinformation was spread on Twitch.

43 Rebecca Crootof, The Internet of Torts: Expanding Civil Liability Standards to Address
Corporate Remote Interference, 69 Duke L.J. 583 (2019), discusses this interaction in detail;
but that article focuses on corporations monitoring and controlling the products they sell in
order to promote their own financial interests (for instance, enforcing otherwise hard-to-enforce
license terms, or electronically “repossessing” them in the event of failure to pay), rather than in
order to fulfill some legally or socially mandated responsibilities to prevent supposed misuse
by customers.

In addition to the question discussed in the text – whether the companies should have a
responsibility for monitoring customer use of such connected products, and preventing
misuse – there are of course other questions as well, such as (1) whether companies should
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Tesla that is in constant contact with the company. Recall how Airbnb refused to
rent to people who it suspected were going to a “Unite the Right” rally.44 If that is
seen as proper – and indeed is seen as mandated by corporate social responsibility
principles – then one can imagine similar pressure on Tesla to stop Teslas from
driving to the rally (or at least to stop such trips by Teslas owned by those people
suspected of planning to participate in the rally).45

To be sure, this might arouse some hostility, because it’s my car, not Tesla’s. But
Airbnb was likewise refusing to arrange bookings for other people’s properties, not its
own. Airbnb’s rationale was that it had a responsibility to stop its service from being
used to promote a racist, violent event.46 Why would not Tesla then have a similar
responsibility to stop its intellectual property and its central computers (assuming
they are in constant communication with my car) from being used the same way?

True, the connection between the Tesla and its user’s driving to the rally is
somewhat indirect – but not more so than Airbnb’s. Indeed, Tesla’s connection is
a bit more direct: Its product and the accompanying services would get the driver the
last mile to the rally itself, rather than just providing a place to stay the night before.
Indeed, there’s just one eminently foreseeable step (a short walk from the parking
space) between the use of the Tesla and the driver’s attendance at the rally. And
conversely, if we think Tesla should not be viewed as responsible for its cars being
used to get to rallies that express certain views, what should that tell us about
whether Facebook should be responsible for use of its service to convey those views?

Now, Tesla’s sales contract might be seen as implicitly assuring that its software
will always try to get me to my destination. But that is just a matter of the contract.
If companies are seen as responsible for the misuse of their services, why wouldn’t
they have an obligation to draft contracts that let them fulfill that responsibility?

Of course, maybe some line might be drawn here: Perhaps, for instance, we
might have a special rule for services that are ancillary to the sale of goods (Tesla,
yes; Airbnb, no), under which the transfer of the goods carries with it the legal or
moral obligation for the seller to keep providing the services even when one thinks
the goods are likely to be used in illegal or immoral ways. (Though what if I lease my

have a responsibility to report possible misuse, see Volokh, supra note 27; (2) whether com-
panies’ records of user behavior should in some measure be shielded from law enforcement
subpoenas and warrants, and from civil discovery; and (3) whether companies should be
required to design their products in a way that facilitates law enforcement, cf. 47U.S.C. §§
1002, 1003, 1005 (requiring that telephone systems be designed to facilitate legally
authorized surveillance).

44 Will Sommer, Airbnb, Uber Plan to Ban ‘Unite the Right’ White-Supremacist Rally
Participants, Daily Beast (Aug. 10, 2018), https://perma.cc/TG4L-7L2V. Uber and Lyft appar-
ently only stressed that their drivers could “refuse service to passengers connected to the . . .

rally,” id., rather than themselves forbidding their drivers from doing so.
45 Maybe Tesla’s current owner, Elon Musk, would be reluctant to impose such rules, but then

imagine some other car company that sells such cars.
46 See, e.g., Should Airbnb Ban Customers It Disagrees With?, BBC (Aug. 8, 2017), https://perma

.cc/C4MZ-9JBZ.
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Tesla rather than buying it outright, or rent it for the day just as I might rent an
Airbnb apartment for the night?) Or at least we might say there’s nothing irrespon-
sible about a product seller refusing to police customers’ continuing use of the
services that make those products work.
But that would just be a special case of the broader approach that I’m suggesting

here: For at least some kinds of commercial relationships, a business should not be
held responsible for what its customers do – because we do not want it exercising
power over its customers’ actions. We might then ask whether we should apply the
same principle to other commercial relationships.

14.5 big data and the future of responsibility

There has historically also been another constraint on such calls for business
“responsibility”: It’s often very hard for a business to determine what a customer’s
plans are. Even if there is social pressure to get businesses to boycott people who
associate with supposed “hate groups”47 – or even if the owners of a business (say,
Airbnb) just want to engage in such a boycott – how is a business to know what
groups a person associates with, at least unless the person is famous, or unless
someone expressly complains about the person to the business?48

But these days we can get a lot more data about people, just by searching the
Internet and some other databases (some of which may cost money, but all of which
are well within the means of most big businesses). To be sure, this might yield too
much data about each prospective customer for a typical business to process at scale.
But AI technology will likely reduce the cost of such processing by enabling
computers to quickly and cheaply sift through all that data, and to produce some
fairly reliable estimate: Joe Schmoe is 93 percent likely to be closely associated with
one of the groups that a business is being pressured to boycott. At that point, the
rhetoric of responsibility may suggest that what now can be done (identifying
supposedly evil potential clients) should be done.
Consider one area in which technological change has sharply increased the scope

of employer responsibility – and constrained the freedom of many prospective
employees. American tort law has long held employers responsible for negligent
hiring, negligent supervision, or negligent retention when they unreasonably hire
employees who are incompetent at their jobs in a way that injures third parties,49 or
who have a tendency to commit crimes that are facilitated by the job.50 But until at

47 See supra note 42.
48 See, e.g., the Michelle Malkin incident cited in note 42; Malkin is a prominent commentator.
49 See, e.g., Carman v. City of New York, 14 Abb. Pr. 301 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. 1862) (noting liability for

“want of sufficient care in employing suitable persons”).
50 See, e.g., F. & L. Mfg. Co. v. Jomark, Inc., 134 Misc. 349 (N.Y. App. Term. 1929) (noting

liability when a messenger hired by defendant stole property, when “[t]he most casual investi-
gation would have disclosed that this messenger was not a proper person to whom defendant’s
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least the late 1960s, this had not required employers to do nationwide background
checks, because such checks were seen as too expensive, and thus any such
requirement “would place an unfair burden on the business community.”51 Even
someone who had been convicted of a crime could thus often start over and get a
job, at least in a different locale, without being dogged by his criminal record.

Now, though, as nationwide employee background checks have gotten cheaper,
they have in effect become mandatory for many employers: “Lower costs and easier
access provide [an] incentive to perform [background] checks, potentially leaving
employers who choose not to conduct such checks in a difficult position when
trying to prove they were not negligent in hiring.”52 As a result, people with criminal
records now often find it especially hard to get jobs.

Perhaps that’s good, given the need to protect customers from criminal attack.
Or perhaps it’s bad, given the social value of giving people a way to get back to
productive, law-abiding life. Or perhaps it’s a mix of both. But my key point here is
that, while the employer’s responsibility for screening his employees has formally
remained the same – the test is reasonable care – technological change has required
employers to exercise that responsibility in a way that limits the job opportunities of
prospective employees much more than it did before.

Similarly, commercial property owners have long been held responsible for taking
reasonable – which is to say, cost-effective – measures to protect their business
visitors from criminal attack. Thus, as video surveillance cameras became cheap
enough to be cost-effective, courts began to hold that defendants may be negligent
for failing to install surveillance cameras,53 even though such surveillance would not
have been required when cameras were much more expensive.

We can expect to see something similar as technological change renders cost-
effective other forms of investigation and surveillance – not just of employees or of
outside intruders, but of customers. If it is a company’s responsibility to make sure

goods might be intrusted,” presumably because the investigation would have shown that the
messenger was dishonest); Hall v. Smathers, 240N.Y. 486, 490 (1925) (noting liability for an
“assault upon a tenant of an apartment house by a superintendent kept in his position in spite of
the complaints of the tenants, and with full knowledge of the defendants’ agents of his habits
and disposition”).

51 See Stevens v. Lankard, 297N.Y.S.2d 686, 688 (App. Div. 1968), aff’d, 254N.E.2d 339

(N.Y. 1969).
52 Ryan D. Watstein, Note, Out of Jail and Out of Luck: The Effect of Negligent Hiring Liability

and the Criminal Record Revolution on an Ex-Offender’s Employment Prospects, 61 Fla.

L. Rev. 581, 592–93 (2009); cf., e.g., Malorney v. B & L Motor Freight, Inc., 496N.E.2d
1086, 1089 (Ill. App. Ct. 1986) (“[T]here is no evidence . . . that the cost of checking on the
criminal history of all truck driver applicants is too expensive and burdensome when measured
against the potential utility [(preventing sexual assault of hitchhikers)] of doing so.”); Carlsen
v. Wackenhut Corp., 868 P.2d 882, 887–88 (Wash. Ct. App. 1994) (concluding employer may
have duty to conduct background check for certain employees, including unarmed concert
security guards).

53 See Volokh, supra note 27, at 918 n.176 (collecting cases).
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that bad people do not use the company’s products or services for bad purposes, then
as technology allows companies to investigate their clients’ affiliations and beliefs
more cost-effectively, companies will feel pressure to engage in such investigation.

14.6 conclusion

“Responsibility” is often viewed as an unalloyed good. Who, after all, wants to be
known as “irresponsible”?54 Sometimes we should indeed hold people and organiza-
tions legally or morally responsible for providing tools that others misuse. People and
organizations are also of course entitled to choose to accept such responsibility, even
if they are not pressured to do so.55 And sometimes even if they do not feel respon-
sible for doing something, they might still choose to do it, whether because they
think it’s good for their users and thus good for business, or because they think it’s
good for society. In particular, I’m not trying to take a position here on what sort of
moderation social-media platforms should engage in.56

My point here is simply that such responsibility has an important cost, and refusal
to take responsibility has a corresponding benefit. Those who are held responsible
for what we do will need to assert their power over us, surveilling, second-guessing,
and blocking our decisions. A phone company or an email provider or a landlord
that’s responsible for what we do with its property will need to control whether we
are allowed to use its property, and control what we do with that property; likewise
for a social-media platform or a driverless-car manufacturer. If we want freedom
from such control, we should try to keep those companies from being held respon-
sible for their users’ behavior.
There is value in businesses being encouraged to “stay in their lane,” with their

lane being defined as providing a particular product or service. They should be free
to say that they “are not the censors of public or private morals,” and that they should
not “regulate the public and private conduct of those who ask service at their
hands.”57 Even if, unlike with telephone and telegraph cases, they have the legal

54 Well, maybe it seems romantic at times – cf. Bobby Darin, Call Me Irresponsible, on From

Hello Dolly to Goodbye Charlie (Capitol Records 1962), https://perma.cc/5C62-W2P4 –

but we can set that aside here.
55 Occasionally people’s felt moral or religious obligation to avoid what they see as complicity

with evil behavior will clash with public accommodations laws, and will raise interesting
questions under various religious freedom statutes and constitutional regimes; but this is a
separate matter. See, e.g., Eugene Volokh, A Common-LawModel for Religious Exemptions, 46
UCLA L. Rev. 1465, 1525–26 (1999); Eugene Volokh, Religious Exemption Regimes and
Complicity in Sin, Volokh Conspiracy (Dec. 6, 2021), https://perma.cc/FZ3U-8N94;
Eugene Volokh, Bans on Political Discrimination in Places of Public Accommodation and
Housing, 15 NYU J. L. & Lib. 709 (2021).

56 Cf. Laura Edelson, Content Moderation in Practice, 3 J. Free Speech L. 183 (2023) (describing
some actual moderation practices of various social-media platforms); Volokh, supra note 39

(discussing some arguments in favor and against limiting social-media platform moderation).
57 See supra note 10 and accompanying text.
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right to reject some customers, they should be free to refrain from exercising
that right. Sometimes the responsibility for stopping misuse of the product
should be placed solely on the users and on law enforcement – not on businesses
that are enlisted as largely legally unsupervised private police forces, doing what
the police are unable to do or (as with speech restrictions) are constitutionally
forbidden from doing.
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